The magnetic properties of fcc Fe films grown on fcc Co͑100͒ have been studied by means of spin-resolved Fe 3s core-level photoemission and characteristics of the measured spin-resolved 3s spectra for fcc Fe films have been investigated. The spin-resolved 3s spectra measured on 3.9 and 6.6 monolayer ͑ML͒ fcc Fe films are similar in spectral shape. The 3s majority-spin spectra for these fcc Fe films show weaker intensity on the high-binding-energy side than the spectrum previously reported for bulk bcc Fe. The spin-resolved 3s spectra for the fcc Fe films are analyzed by cluster model calculation consisting of four Fe atoms. In the analysis by the cluster model calculation, effects of the interatomic configuration interaction on the spin-resolved 3s spectra for fcc Fe films are discussed. Itinerancy of 3d electrons is found to be an important factor in describing the spin-resolved Fe 3s spectra. The z spin momentum estimated by the cluster calculation indicates that both the Fe films are in a high-spin ferromagnetic state near the surface. On the other hand, the spin polarization at the background in the spectrum for the 6.6 ML Fe film is much smaller than that for the 3.9 ML film. This variation of the background spin polarization indicates that the magnetic moment averaged up to deeper layers of Fe film is suppressed in the 6.6 ML film.
I. INTRODUCTION
The 3d transition metal thin films show a variety of magnetic properties depending on the film thickness, growth condition, and lattice misfit at the interface. [1] [2] [3] [4] Ultrathin films with a few monolayers ͑ML͒ thickness exhibit quasi-twodimensional magnetic properties such as the decrease of the Curie temperature ͑T c ͒ and the enhancement of the magnetic moment. Metastable structures that rarely stabilize in the bulk can appear in thin films grown pseudomorphically on appropriate substrates. In particular, fcc Fe thin films attract a lot of interest, since bulk Fe exhibits fcc structure only at high temperature between 1183 and 1663 K, which prevents full understanding of the magnetic properties of fcc Fe. Theoretically, the magnetic state of fcc Fe has been predicted to be quite sensitive to the lattice constant ͑a͒.
1,2,5-7 Total energy band calculations have shown that the nonmagnetic and antiferromagnetic states are energetically degenerate and most favorable for the lattice constant of ϳ3.5 Å, while the high-spin ferromagnetic state is stable for larger lattice constants ͑a Ͼ 3.66 Å͒. 1, 2, [5] [6] [7] Although the calculated results for the lattice constant ͑2.8 Å͒ and the magnetic moment ͑2.12 B ͒ of bcc Fe well reproduce the actual values of 2.87 Å and 2.22 B , respectively, the predicted properties of fcc Fe have not been fully examined in bulk and the complicated magnetic states of fcc Fe have been studied using Fe thin films grown on Cu, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Cu 1−x Au x , 16 fcc Co, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and Rh ͑Ref. 24͒ substrates.
Iron thin films grown on fcc Co͑100͒ exhibit the fcc structure below 11 ML and transform into the bcc structure at 11 ML ͑region III͒. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] The structure below 11 ML is distinguished further into two regions ͑regions I and II͒ at 5 ML by the difference in the layer distance. In the thin film of region I with the film thickness below 5 ML, the fcc structure is tetragonally distorted. The tetragonal distortion is relaxed and an almost isotropic fcc structure is stabilized except for the expanded two topmost layers in region II with the film thickness between 5 and 10 ML. This difference in the layer distance affects the magnetism of the Fe thin film, as expected by the total energy band calculation, 1, 2, [5] [6] [7] and causes the following thickness-dependent magnetic properties which have been supported by the several experiments. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] The whole Fe thin film in region I is in a ferromagnetically ordered high-spin state, while the ferromagnetic order in the Fe thin film of region II is restricted to the two topmost layers and the two layers at the interface. The ferromagnetic order at the interface is induced by the ferromagnetic Co substrate. 17, 22 The inner layers of the Fe thin film in region II have been believed to be paramagnetic or antiferromagnetic. A previous x-ray magnetic circular dichroism ͑XMCD͒ study 23 has suggested antiferromagnetic order in inner layers of region II films, whereas the detailed magnetic structure in these layers has not been determined.
In this work, we have performed Fe 3s spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopy ͑SRPES͒ to study the spindependent electronic states of Fe/ Co͑100͒. The 3s photoemission spectroscopy of 3d transition metals has been extensively studied in terms of its applicability to estimation of the local spin moment. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] The exchange splitting into high-spin ͑HS͒ ͑S +1/2͒ and low-spin ͑LS͒ ͑S −1/2͒ final states ͑where S represents the total spin in an atom͒ in the 3s photoemission spectrum is caused by the exchange interaction between the total spin in the valence band and core-level spin left in the final state. According to the Van Vleck theorem, 25 the energy separation of these two final states is expressed as J͑S +1/2͒, which includes the total spin. The intensity ratio between the majority-and minority-spin spectra in the HS state, I HS↑ / I HS↓ , which determines the spin polarization in the HS state, also reflects the spin moment and is given by 2S +1. 39 However, the atomic model described above has sometimes shown inconsistencies in the estimation of the local spin moment. 27 Therefore, we have analyzed the experimental Fe 3s SRPES spectra by a cluster model consisting of four atoms to quantitatively estimate parameters such as z spin momentum and have discussed the characteristics of the Fe 3s SRPES spectra of fcc Fe/ Co͑100͒.
II. EXPERIMENT
The SRPES measurements were carried out at undulator beamline 40 BL-19A of the Photon Factory, which is equipped with a hemispherical electron energy analyzer and a 100 keV Mott detector 41 for spin analysis. For the preparation of Fe/ Co͑100͒, the fcc Co͑100͒ thin film was prepared on a Cu͑100͒ clean surface, followed by Fe growth on the obtained fcc Co͑100͒ thin film. The Cu͑100͒ clean surface was checked by Auger electron spectroscopy ͑AES͒ and the surface crystallinity was confirmed by low-energy electron diffraction. The Co and Fe thin films were evaporated at room temperature ͑RT͒ by electron bombardment of high-purity metal wires. The layer-by-layer growth was confirmed by the oscillation of the reflection intensity of high-energy electron diffraction. The nonexistence of interdiffusion and cleanliness of the thin films were checked by AES before and after every SRPES measurement.
The obtained Fe thin films were remanently magnetized by applying a magnetic field along the ͓110͔ direction, which is parallel to the surface. We confirmed that the spin polarization of inelastically scattered electrons, which was measured at some energy points with higher accuracy, was saturated by this magnetic field. A previous XMCD study on Fe/ Co͑100͒ has shown that the coercive fields for Fe and Co are identical. 17 In Ref. 17 , the hysteresis loops for Fe on Co͑100͒ did not show large differences between the remanent magnetizations and saturation magnetizations. The SRPES measurements on 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe/ Co͑100͒ were performed at RT and 130 K, respectively. The previous study of Fe/ Co͑100͒ by the magnetic dichroism in the Fe 2p photoemission spectrum using Mg K␣ x radiation indicated that the difference between the dichroism spectra at 200 K and RT was negligible in region II. 21 The spin polarization of inelastically scattered electrons was essentially unchanged during the SRPES measurements. The spectra were measured using h = 167 eV at normal emission and the energy resolution was set to 200 meV. The Co 3s signal was already negligible in the 3s spectrum of 3.9 ML Fe/ Co͑100͒, which was also confirmed by the 3p spectrum.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ show the Fe 3s SRPES spectra of 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe films, as representatives of the region I and II films, respectively. In each of Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒, the minority-spin spectrum shows a clear peak ͓A in Fig. 1͑a͒ and AЈ in Fig. 1͑b͔͒ corresponding to the HS state and the majority-spin spectrum shows a weaker peak, which is attributable to the majority-spin component of the HS state, at the binding energy near the peak in the minority-spin spectrum. In addition, there is an additional spectral weight on the high-binding-energy side of these peaks in each majorityspin spectrum of Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒. This spectral weight may be attributed to the LS state, whereas its intensity is weaker than the LS state observed in the 3s majority-spin spectrum for bcc Fe. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] The spin polarizations corresponding to the SRPES spectra in Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ are shown in Figs. 1͑c͒ and 1͑d͒ , respectively. The spin polarizations in the HS states marked with A and AЈ for 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe, respectively, show the comparable reductions ͑ϳ10% ͒ from the background spin polarizations ͓Figs. 1͑c͒ and 1͑d͔͒. It indicates that the magnetic moments in regions I and II are essentially equal near the surface. However, the spin polarizations of inelastically scattered electrons show a marked difference. The spin polarization averaged between 105.0 and 110.0 eV binding energies is estimated to be ͑20.6± 0.3͒% in 3.9 ML Fe ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒, and is drastically reduced to ͑11.5± 0.3͒% in 6.6 ML Fe ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒. This clear change of the background spin polarization shows that the magnetic moment integrated over the probing depth of inelastically scattered electrons forming the background is suppressed in region II. The background spin polarization of 2.3 FIG. 1. The raw Fe 3s SRPES spectra for ͑a͒ 3.9 and ͑b͒ 6.6 ML Fe on Co͑100͒. Upward and downward triangles show the majorityand minority-spin spectra, respectively. The Shirley backgrounds are also indicated by the dotted lines. The peak in the minority-spin spectrum for 3.9 ͑6.6͒ ML Fe is marked with A͑AЈ͒. The insets in ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ show the structures and ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ layers in the corresponding thickness regions. The fct in the insets indicates the tetragonally distorted fcc structure. In region II, the ferromagnetic order exists also in the two layers at the interface as well as the two topmost layers shown in the inset of ͑b͒. ͑c͒ and ͑d͒ show the spin polarizations corresponding to the SRPES spectra in ͑a͒ and ͑b͒, respectively.
ML Fe, which has been also measured at RT, is ͑20.4± 0.3͒%. Since this value is equal to the background spin polarization of 3.9 ML Fe within the error bars and substantially different from that of 6.6 ML Fe, the background spin polarization can be regarded as probing the difference between the magnetic moments of Fe thin films in regions I and II. These results indicate that the magnetic moment of deeper Fe layers is suppressed in region II.
Since the raw Fe 3s SRPES spectra shown in Fig. 1 include the background of inelastically scattered electrons, we have estimated Shirley backgrounds for the individual SRPES spectra, as indicated in Fig. 1 . The Fe 3s SRPES spectra after the subtractions of these backgrounds are shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2 , the sharp peak A ͑AЈ͒ is observed at about 89.5 ͑90.5͒ eV in the minority-spin spectrum of 3.9 ͑6.6͒ ML Fe. The spectral shapes of the majority-spin spectra are broad. The main peak B in the majority-spin spectrum of 3.9 ML Fe, which can correspond to the HS state in the atomic model, is located at about 90.5 eV. In the Fe 3s SRPES spectrum of bulk bcc Fe reported in Ref. 35 , a clear two-peak structure has been observed in the majority-spin spectrum. These two peaks can be attributed to the LS and HS states, which were separated by 3.5 eV, and the ratio of the two peaks was estimated to be 1.72:1. The minority-spin spectrum of bcc Fe shows a single peak corresponding to the HS state. The two components, majority and minority spin, of the HS state were separated by 0.9 eV. The 3s SRPES spectrum for 3.9 ML Fe shown in Fig. 2 appears to also indicate an energy separation between the HS states in majority-and minority-spin spectra, whereas the majorityspin spectrum for 6.6 ML Fe shows the peak located at the energy position of peak AЈ. This can also be found from the inset of Fig. 2 , in which peak A in the minority-spin spectrum of 3.9 ML Fe evidently shifts to lower binding energy than peak AЈ in that of 6.6 ML Fe. It shows that, with respect to the peak in the minority-spin spectrum, the peak in the majority-spin spectrum is located at higher binding energy for 3.9 ML Fe than for 6.6 ML Fe, which further supports the energy separation between the HS states in the majority-and minority-spin spectra of 3.9 ML Fe. This is not due to the background subtraction, because also in the raw SRPES spectrum of 3.9 ML Fe shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ the peak in the majority-spin spectrum is located at slightly higher binding energy than the peak in the minority-spin spectrum ͑peak A͒, while these peak positions overlap in Fig. 1͑b͒ . The difference between the raw Fe 3s SRPES spectra of 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe is found in the spin polarization ͓Figs. 1͑c͒ and 1͑d͔͒. The minimum of the spin polarization is located at 89.5 eV in Fig. 1͑c͒ , while the minimum shifts to 90.5 eV in Fig.  1͑d͒ . This energy shift reflects the energy difference between peaks A and AЈ. The peak in the raw majority-spin spectrum of 3.9 ML Fe is located at slightly higher binding energy than the minimum of the spin polarization. These characteristics indicate that the HS state in the majority-spin spectrum of 3.9 ML Fe is located at higher binding energy than the HS state in the minority-spin spectrum, whereas these positions overlap in the SRPES spectrum of 6.6 ML Fe. Also after background subtraction, the spectral intensity on the highbinding-energy side ͑ϳ93-97 eV͒ in each majority-spin spectrum for 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe is weaker than the intensity of the LS state in the Fe 3s majority-spin spectrum reported for bulk bcc Fe. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] To analyze the spectral profile of the Fe 3s SRPES spectra, we have adopted a cluster model calculation which consists of four atoms. 31 This model takes account of the interatomic configuration interaction by describing the bases in the electron occupancies of the four atomic sites and considering the electron hopping between the neighboring sites to give a better picture for the 3s SRPES spectrum in 3d transition metals of itinerant electron systems. The model Hamiltonian H based on the Hubbard model consists of the two parts H d and H c , which represent the interaction among 3d electrons and the interaction between the 3s and 3d electrons, respectively, as
H d includes the 3d-3d on-site Coulomb interaction U and the hopping integral t ij between the nearest-neighbor i and j sites. H c consists of the Coulomb interaction Q and exchange interaction J between the 3s and 3d electrons on the site. A basis describing the ground state is specified by the number of 3d electrons ͑n d, ͒ occupying each site with spin as
The averaged z spin momentum ͗S z ͘ and averaged 3d electron number ͗n d ͘ in the four-atom cluster, which are intro-
͑Color online͒ The Fe 3s SRPES spectra for 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe on Co͑100͒, in which the Shirley backgrounds are subtracted from the raw spectra. Upward and downward triangles show the majority-and minority-spin spectra, respectively. The peak in the minority-spin spectrum for 3.9 ͑6.6͒ ML Fe is marked with A͑AЈ͒ and the peak in the majority-spin spectrum for 3.9 ML Fe is marked with B. The SRPES spectra of the two Fe thin films are superimposed in the inset. The SRPES spectra for 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe are shown by red and black triangles, respectively. duced as parameters, govern the electron occupancies of the majority-and minority-spin states at the four sites and are assumed to be conserved through the calculation. Thus, this model takes short-range magnetic order into account. For the example of ͗S z ͘ = 1.25 and ͗n d ͘ = 7.0, one of the possible configurations is written as ͑5,5,5,4͒ ↑ , ͑2,2,2,3͒ ↓ ͑Fig. 3͒, in which ͑n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 ͒ represents the number of 3d electrons at individual sites with spin . The ground state, which is represented by the linear combination of the basis ͑2͒ satisfying ͗S z ͘ and ͗n d ͘ given as parameters, is obtained by the modified Lanczos method using H d . 42 For description of the final state, a core hole is introduced in the 3s state at one site of the cluster, which is fixed at the site 1. Thus, not every site is equivalent in the final state because of the presence of the core hole in site 1. The basis describing the final state is written as
where s z c is the z momentum of the 3s core-level spin at site 1. The spectral function is obtained from the Green function, which is calculated by the Haydock recusion method using H. 43 This calculation has been started from the state in which the 3s core hole is added to the above obtained initial state and continued until the calculated result converges.
In Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ , the calculated results for the Fe 3s SRPES spectra of 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe/ Co͑100͒ by the fouratom cluster model are overlaid with the experimental spectra. The parameters estimated by the calculation are listed in Table I . The calculation well reproduces the characteristics of the experimental 3s SRPES spectrum for 3.9 ML Fe, such as the weak intensity ͑C͒ on the high-binding-energy side in the majority-spin spectrum and the intensity ratio between peaks A and B. The discrepancy between the measured spectrum and cluster calculation still remains in the spectral weight near the main peak in the majority-spin spectrum for 6.6 ML Fe, which will be discussed later. The experimental minorityspin spectra for both the Fe thin films are well fitted by the calculated curves. The peaks in the calculated minority-spin spectra of 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe are located at 89.7 and 90.5 eV, respectively. Thus, the energy difference between peaks A and AЈ, which is depicted in the inset of Fig. 2 , is estimated to be about 0.8 eV. We have performed a lot of calculations to describe the Fe 3s SRPES spectra of fcc Fe thin films. In the calculation, we have specified the parameters ͗S z ͘ and ͗n d ͘ first. In both 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe thin films, the best results are obtained from ͗n d ͘ = 7.5 and ͗S z ͘ = 1.0. The magnetic moments in regions I and II are therefore equal near the surface, which is consistent with the result shown by the spin polarization. ͗S z ͘ = 1.0 corresponds to the magnetic moment of 2.0 B , which is consistent with the value predicted for the high-spin ferromagnetic state of fcc Fe by a total energy band calculation. 1, 2, [5] [6] [7] This result is also consistent with the previous experimental studies showing the high-spin ferromagnetic state for the Fe thin film on Co͑100͒ in region I. [18] [19] [20] 22 The detailed magnetic state of the ferromagnetic layers near the surface in region II has not been discussed so far. Our result shows that the magnetic moment near the surface in region II is equivalent to that in region I and both the Fe films are in the high-spin ferromagnetic state near the surface. Although the band structure calculation has indicated the total valence electron number of 7.244 for the highspin ferromagnetic state of fcc Fe ͑Ref. 7͒, in the present study the calculation using ͗n d ͘ = 7.5 finally leads to better fitting results than that using ͗n d ͘ = 7.25. The larger value of ͗n d ͘ in our estimation can be derived from core-hole screening in the final state from outside of the model cluster. 4 . The Fe 3s SRPES spectra for ͑a͒ 3.9 and ͑b͒ 6.6 ML Fe on Co͑100͒, shown in Fig. 2 , are compared to the calculated spectra. Upward and downward triangles indicate the observed majority-and minority-spin spectra. The solid lines in ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ show the Fe 3s SRPES spectra calculated using the parameters listed in Table I . The peak in the minority-spin spectrum for 3.9 ͑6.6͒ ML Fe is marked with A͑AЈ͒ and the peak in the majority-spin spectrum for 3.9 ML Fe is marked with B. In the majority-spin spectrum for 3.9 ML Fe, the spectral structure on the high-bindingenergy side of peak B is denoted by C. Since the values of ͗S z ͘ and ͗n d ͘ are discretely changed in our cluster model consisting of four atoms, their variations cause discontinuous changes of the spectral shape. Figure  5͑a͒ shows a calculation in which only the ͗S z ͘ is changed from 1.0 to 1.25 and the other parameters are fixed at the values in the calculation for 3.9 ML Fe. In the majority-spin spectrum calculated using ͗S z ͘ = 1.25, the main peak is located at about 93 eV and a shoulder is present at about 90 eV, which is equal to the peak position of the minorityspin spectrum. These features correspond to the LS and HS states in the atomic model, whereas the calculation shows an additional structure at about 97 eV in the majority-spin spectrum obtained by considering electron hopping. The calculation using ͗S z ͘ = 1.25 is not consistent with the experimental 3s SRPES spectra for the fcc Fe thin films in the main peak position of the majority-spin spectrum. In the SRPES spectrum calculated using ͗S z ͘ = 1.00, which is identical with the calculated spectrum for 3.9 ML Fe, the spectral weight of the shoulder at about 90 eV in the majority-spin spectrum disappears and, instead, the main peak in the majority-spin spectrum ͑peak B͒ appears at slightly higher binding energy than the peak in the minority-spin spectrum ͑peak A͒. There is a weak structure ͑peak C͒ at higher binding energy than peak B. These features are not predicted by the atomic model, but are consistent with the 3s SRPES spectrum of 3.9 ML Fe. For ͗S z ͘ = 1.25 with ͗n d ͘ = 7.5, the configurations with electron distributions such as ͑5,5,5,5͒ ↑ , ͑2,2,3,3͒ ↓ ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒ bring the Coulomb energy among the 3d electrons in the cluster to the minimum, because these configurations correspond to the most homogeneous electron distribution for the given ͗S z ͘ and ͗n d ͘, and minimize the Coulomb energy in the cluster, that is, the summation of the on-site Coulomb interaction U in the four sites. Hence, these configurations are expected to be weighted by the largest amplitude in the ground state. In these configurations, however, the majorityspin electrons cannot move to other sites. On the other hand, the minimum of the Coulomb energy is obtained by the configurations with electron distributions such as ͑5,5,5,4͒ ↑ , ͑2,2,3,4͒ ↓ , and ͑5,5,5,4͒ ↑ , ͑2,3,3,3͒ ↓ ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒ for ͗S z ͘ = 1.00 with ͗n d ͘ = 7.5. The majority-spin electrons can move to other sites in these configurations and the calculated spectrum shows features that are not predicted by the atomic model. Thus, the change of ͗S z ͘ influences the majority-spin spectrum through the spin arrangement at each site, which governs the degree of interatomic configuration interaction. Hence, the interatomic configuration interaction affects 3s SRPES spectra.
The number of the occupied 3d electrons ͗n d ͘ is estimated to be 7.5 in the calculation of Fig. 4 . The dependence of the calculated 3s SRPES spectrum on the electron occupation is shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ , where the parameters except for ͗n d ͘ are fixed at the values for 3.9 ML Fe. In the majority-spin spectrum of ͗n d ͘ = 8.0, the main peak is located at about 92 eV and there is a shoulder at about 2 eV lower binding energy than the main peak. The energy position of the shoulder is FIG. 5 . ͑Color online͒ The dependences of the 3s SRPES spectrum on the parameters ͗S z ͘, ͗n d ͘, t, and J are examined by the calculation using the four-atom cluster model. The parameters except for ͑a͒ ͗S z ͘, ͑b͒ ͗n d ͘, ͑c͒ t, or ͑d͒ J are fixed at the values in the calculation for 3.9 ML Fe. The calculated majority-and minority-spin spectra are shown by the solid and broken lines, respectively. The red curves indicate the 3s SRPES spectrum calculated from the parameters for 3.9 ML Fe. A and B with bars denote the peaks in the majority-and minority-spin spectra calculated from the parameters for 3.9 ML Fe, respectively. C with dotted bar represents the spectral structure on the high-bindingenergy side of peak B in the majority-spin spectrum calculated from the parameters for 3.9 ML Fe. Also in the spectra except for the calculated spectrum of 3.9 ML Fe shown by the red curves, the peaks corresponding to A and B are marked with bars, and the peaks corresponding to C are marked with dotted bars. approximately equal to the main peak of the minority-spin spectrum. As in the spectrum with ͗S z ͘ = 1.25 shown in Fig.  5͑a͒ , these features are reminiscent of the LS and HS states described by the atomic model, whereas the calculation with ͗n d ͘ = 8.0 is not consistent with the experimental majorityspin spectrum in the main peak position. The change of the spectral shape with decreasing ͗n d ͘ is somewhat similar to the change with the variation of ͗S z ͘ from 1.25 to 1.00. With the decrease in ͗n d ͘, thus, deviation from the atomic model becomes obvious. This tendency is also associated with more effective interatomic configuration interaction caused by electron hopping with lower occupation. At ͗n d ͘ = 7.0, peak C shifts to higher binding energy and its relative intensity increases. The relative intensity of peak C in the spectrum calculated from ͗n d ͘ = 7.0 is too large compared to that in the experimental majority-spin spectrum.
As a result of these calculations varying ͗S z ͘ and ͗n d ͘, the parameters ͗S z ͘ = 1.0 and ͗n d ͘ = 7.5 are determined. After fixing ͗S z ͘ and ͗n d ͘, we have optimized the other parameters. If the parameters estimated for the fcc Fe thin films are compared to those of bcc Fe, which are reported in Ref. 31 and also listed in Table I , it is found that t in 3.9 ML fcc Fe thin film is twice as large as that obtained in bcc Fe. Therefore, we examine the dependence of the spectral shape on t to confirm the validity of the parameter t. Figure 5͑c͒ is the calculated 3s spectrum, in which only t is decreased from the value ͑2.2 eV͒ for 3.9 ML Fe. With the decrease in t from 2.2 eV, the intensity of peak B relative to peak A and peak C decreases and the inconsistency between the measured spectrum and calculation becomes evident in the relative intensities of peaks B and C. The SRPES spectrum with small t ͑t = 1.0 eV͒ develops a feature corresponding to the HS and LS states expected by the atomic model. Thus, our calculation for fcc Fe thin films results in much larger t than that estimated for bcc Fe. The spectral change with increasing t is similar to the change with decrease in ͗n d ͘ and with the variation of ͗S z ͘ from 1.25 to 1.0, while the change with the variation in t is properly continuous. This similarity indicates that the variation of ͗S z ͘ from 1.25 to 1.0 and the decrease in ͗n d ͘ indeed bring a more effective interatomic configuration interaction by electron hopping between the nearest-neighbor sites.
In Fig. 5͑d͒ , the dependence of the spectral shape on J is also examined by the calculation, because the Van Vleck theorem expects that the exchange splitting in the 3s spectrum is proportional to J. In our calculation considering electron hopping with relatively large t ͑t = 2.2 eV͒, however, the variation in J affects the relative intensities of peaks B and C rather than the energy positions of the individual peaks. As shown in Fig. 5͑d͒ , with increasing J, the intensity of peak B relative to peaks A and C is reduced, and hence the relative intensity of peak C increases. This feature is consistent with the result indicated in Ref. 31 , which reported the analysis of spin-integrated 3s spectrum by the four-atom cluster model. The calculation using J = 2.5 provides better fitting result for the SRPES spectrum of 3.9 ML Fe than that using J = 3.0, which is close to the value estimated for bcc Fe in Ref. 31 , and results in the most appropriate intensities of peaks B and C for reproducing the experimental spectrum of 3.9 ML Fe. The values of the parameters U and Q have also been determined so that the calculation provides the best fitting result. Although the dependence of the spectral shape on each parameter involves some similar features, it also shows behavior peculiar to each parameter, in terms of the relative intensities of the spectral structures and their relative energy positions. The parameters in Table I have been finally determined so that the calculation reproduces the characteristics of the experimental spectra, such as the intensity ratio between peaks B and A, the intensity on the high-bindingenergy side of peak B in the majority-spin spectrum, and the energy position of peak B. Our calculation shows that t in the fcc Fe thin film is much larger than that in bcc Fe. 31 Since the experimental majority-spin spectra of the fcc Fe thin films actually show weaker intensity on the high-bindingenergy side of peak B than that of bulk bcc Fe, the difference in the parameters would reflect the difference of the lattice structure. The majority-spin spectrum calculated from larger t results in the lower intensity of the high-binding-energy structure. Thus, the difference between the 3s spectra of the fcc thin film and bcc Fe is attributable mainly to the interatomic parameter t.
To elucidate the difference between the t values in the fcc Fe thin film and bcc Fe qualitatively, we compare the locations and numbers of neighboring atoms. The distance to nearest-neighbor atoms in the fcc Fe thin film, which is expected to be equivalent to that in the substrate fcc Co ͑ϳ2.55 Å͒ ͑Ref. 44͒ in plane, is slightly longer than that in bcc Fe ͑ϳ2.48 Å͒. However, the number of nearest neighbors is eight in the bcc structure and 12 in the fcc structure. Although, in a real Fe thin film on Co͑100͒, the fcc structure is tetragonally distorted for the whole Fe film in region I and the two topmost layers in region II, the distance to the distorted eight sites is still close to the distance to the nearestneighbor sites in plane. 45 Thus, the 3d orbital in the Fe thin films will show more itinerant character than that in bulk bcc Fe. Since the electron hopping in these structures is described by the electron hopping between the two nearestneighbor sites within the cluster in the framework of our model, the calculations by the four-atom cluster model provide larger values of t for 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe thin films than for bcc Fe. Larger t, i.e., a more delocalized 3d state, leads to smaller J as listed in Table I because of weaker overlap between the wave functions of 3s and 3d orbitals. Smaller J also contributes to the feature in the 3s majority-spin spectra of the fcc Fe thin films, showing the weaker intensity on the high-binding-energy side. The smaller values of Q and U in the fcc Fe thin films are also expected due to the more delocalized 3d orbital, since Coulomb interaction tends to become larger for more localized orbitals. Because of the differences between the parameters in our calculation and Ref.
31, however, we should also consider the difference in the basis describing the states of the four-atom cluster. Although the fully polarized local moment ground state has been assumed for ferromagnetic bcc Fe in Ref. 31 , the basis is specified by the occupancy of each spin state at each site in our calculation. Hence, our calculation takes into consideration the majority-spin hole existing in the valence band of Fe. This difference in the cluster basis may also cause the differ-ences between parameters in our calculation and Ref. 31 .
The parameters obtained for the two films are analogous, which indicates that the electronic states of the Fe thin films in regions I and II are similar near the surface. In Fig. 4͑b͒ , however, the intensity near the peak in the calculated majority-spin spectrum for 6.6 ML Fe is displaced to slightly higher binding energy than the experimental spectrum. This difference is attributed to the spectral weight in the experimental majority-spin spectrum located at the peak position of the minority-spin spectrum. Since in materials with no ferromagnetic order the majority-and minority-spin spectra show no difference, the above feature in the experimental SRPES spectrum for 6.6 ML Fe can be explained by the overlap with the signal from deeper layers, in which the averaged magnetic moment is suppressed. If the SRPES spectrum of 6.6 ML Fe is compared to that of 3.9 ML Fe in detail, one finds that the intensity at about 95 eV is still weaker in the majority-spin spectrum of 6.6 ML Fe. The small differences between the parameters of 6.6 and 3.9 ML Fe in Table I result from this slight difference in the spectral shape.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the magnetism of fcc Fe thin film on Co͑100͒ and its thickness dependence by Fe 3s SRPES. The characteristics of the Fe 3s SRPES spectra for fcc Fe thin films have been also investigated by analyzing them by the cluster model calculation consisting of four Fe atoms. The Fe 3s SRPES spectra were measured on 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe thin films, as representatives of the region I and II films, respectively. The spin polarizations of Fe 3s SRPES spectra for 3.9 and 6.6 ML Fe indicate that the magnetic moments in regions I and II are equivalent near the surface, whereas the magnetic moment averaged up to deeper layers of the Fe thin film is suppressed in region II. The cluster model calculation shows that both of the Fe thin films in regions I and II are in the high-spin ferromagnetic state near the surface. The Fe 3s majority-spin spectra for the fcc Fe thin films exhibit weaker intensity on the high-binding-energy side of the main peak than the spectrum previously reported for bcc Fe. The cluster model calculation shows that the features observed in the Fe 3s SRPES spectra are attributed mainly to the larger t in the fcc Fe thin films than in bcc Fe owing to the structural characteristic. The roles of the interatomic configuration interaction are elucidated in the 3s SRPES spectra for fcc Fe thin films on Co͑100͒ by the cluster model calculation.
